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Wage repression is used as a way of keeping the cost of labour to the minimum possible, a global phenomenon of the past few decades. The share of wages in value added has declined in many countries ...
Race to the bottom must end
The high prestige journals, and most past works, are stuck behind paywalls. Since 2011, Sci-Hub has taken science publishing open by force, illegally obtaining papers and publishing them in ...
Sci-Hub: Breaking Down The Paywalls
Baroness O'Loan said the failings of the original shambolic murder investigation had been compounded over the past three decades ... the panel with the fullest level of co-operation in an open ...
Daniel Morgan's son REFUSES to accept Met Police apology after report into unsolved axe murder of his father found force was 'institutionally corrupt'
a political will-o'-the-wisp, a utopian dream—wholly uninteresting, and probably full of dangers and tricks. The very discussion of it bores them unspeakably, and those papers which habitually ...
Newspaper Morals
Number of studies has been done on parking in the past, such as estimation ... for parking problem on the level of management, planning, and designs. The paper examines the problem of car parking ...
Problem of Parking in Urban Areas and their Possible Solutions
O’Connor doesn’t step into the messy debate about what exactly constitutes fascism, in part because his definition of border fascism is something different from the fascism we saw in the past.
The Ideology of the Border
With the second half of the MLB season about to begin and the trade deadline fast approaching, it’s time once again to take stock of the best—and the worst—of the league to this point in the season ...
The 2021 Post–All-Star Break MLB Power Rankings
Many applications will work with on-off, closed-loop control using an analog sensor measuring temperature, pressure, level, or flow as an input to control ... sent to the controlled device. M o is the ...
Optimizing to the tune of a PID equation
That again happened at the state level ... paper a pandemic preparedness plan of numerous plans in the case of the US. It's just that none of those plans worked. If we tell ourselves that it was all ...
A History of Disasters
"Remarkably," says the evolutionary biologist Edward O. Wilson, "although his masterwork ... "If Darwin had read Mendel's papers, he might have picked up on it," Ruse says, "but I'm not sure ...
What Darwin Didn’t Know
“If [people on a project] are traveling to and from those communities by motorbike, if they’re writing things down on a piece of paper and traveling back to ... loops built in at every stage and every ...
Driving Social Change With Data
Taking photos of the sky and combining this with detailed climatological and meteorological data from the area going back years was an elegant solution, combining our knowledge of the past and the ...
How Hard Is It to Build A Virtual Power Plant Anyway?
And his family -- and this was not unusual -- but his mom came into the garage, and she found outside there, where they parked their car, she found a piece of paper, she didn't know what it said ...
Why Failing to Help Our Afghan Interpreters Would Be a Disaster
Former England striker Alan Shearer believes Gareth Southgate's ability to engender a strong team spirit while still showing his "nasty" side has been key to their success.
England players scramble for extra tickets for friends and family to attend Wembley final
Knox was credited with 14 drops over the past two seasons and provided a passer ... and while they appear better on paper, improvement will only come if the secondary can stay healthy.
Every NFL Team's Biggest Red Flag Heading into 2021 Season
Kieran Trippier believes England's Euro 2020 semi-final win over Denmark shows how much the team has progressed in the past three years.
Euro 2020: 'We've come a long way since Russia', says Kieran Trippier - latest updates
Email us at letters [at] nowtoronto [dot] com and we’ll publish a selection of responses – online and in the paper. The first ... features the B-52s, Rosie O’Donnell, Indigo Girls, and ...
44 radical moments that shaped Toronto Pride history
“By adopting legislation here in Germany while the legislative framework is not set on the EU level, the federal government ... as ocean warming cannot be solved by just a few countries ...
Agrifood brief: The art of counting chickens
Paddy was also familiar with Down football through his role as coach of the senior county team in the past and having managed a number of players through third level ... has not solved the kick ...
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